
 
 
 

 

              
 
 
 
 
 
 
     

ARP 2 
 

WELCOME BACK 

from  
Mr Wiltshire, 

Ms Hannah.  

Mr Griemsman and  

Mr Khan.  

ARP 2 PUPILS 
 

Throughout the rest of ARP 2, we will  

expect you to: 

 

 Always try your best. 

 Be kind and considerate to       

everyone. 

 Do your homework and hand it in 

every Tuesday. 

 Read regularly to an adult at home. 

 Look after your own things.  

 Make sure you wear the correct  

 uniform with appropriate footwear. 

 Bring your PE Kit in on PE days, 

this must be a t-shirt, shorts/

jogging bottoms and trainers. 

I will be learning...  

LITERACY This term we will be learning 

about the legends of Robin 

Hood and King Arthur. We will 

also be learning about stories 

which raise issues and         

nonsense poetry. 

NUMERACY We will be learning facts about 

numbers and refining our calculations. We 

will also be using equipment to 

measure length, capacity, weight 

and time. We will also be        

investigating shape and space. 

GEOGRAPHY Over the summer term, we 

will be investigating our local area and  

comparing it with a contrasting 

location. This will include map 

reading skills, field work and a 

visit to the countryside. Please 

bring wellington boots! 

SCIENCE  

Our topics this term will be Plants 

and Growing, where we will be 

studying the growth of potatoes, 

tomatoes and peppers. In Summer 

2 we will be learning about Light 

and Shadow.  

Art & D.T. Our D.T. project will be to   

design and create a Roman shield, ready for our 

Roman Day in July. We will also be using  pastels 

to create flowers in the style of Georgia O’ 

Keefe. 

Music The children  will be working in 

groups to compose film and television music. 

P.E. Our PE day will be Wednesday during 

the summer term. We will be focusing on netball 

and outdoor athletics.  

Computing This term we will be 

HTML editors and will be looking at how web 

pages are built before building one of our own. 

RE This term we will be looking at the Five 

Pillars of Islam and the importance of them to 

Muslims around the world. 

PSHE  We will be learning how to look  

after ourselves and stay safe and healthy.  

Homework Homework will go out 

on a Tuesday and will come back on the following 

Tuesday. Children  should complete an activity in 

their yellow school reading journal at least once 

a week.  



 

 

ARP 2 will be spending 

some afternoons where 

we explore and map our 

local area in Poplar, 

Limehouse and Canary 

Wharf. We will also  

compare and map  

Tatsfield in Surrey. 

Also, as part 

of our topic 

on Plants and 

Growth, we 

will be visiting Kew Gardens. 

 

 

 
 

 

If you have any questions, we are  

always happy to listen, so please just 

pop in and book a time to chat! 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 
Summer 

 

2017 

In ARP 2 

you will need...  

SCHOOL SHOES 
Lace-up or Velcro shoes.  

Trainers can be worn, as long 

as they  are completely black. 

P.E. KIT 

Shorts , T–shirt, plimsolls or 

trainers in a small bag -      

drawstring if possible. 

J. BLOGGS 

 

 

 
 

Please remember to label everything with  

your name  – especially 

sweatshirts, PE kits and coats! 

A SCHOOL BOOK BAG  
 

Please try NOT to bring 

rucksacks or large bags to 

school - space is limited!  

MARY the 

COOK 
MRS KEMP 

ARP 2 

Trips planned... 

How you can help 

It is really important that all our children 

learn all of the basic Maths skills before 

they move up to next year. You can help by 

practising times-tables and number bonds 

to 10, 20 and 100 daily. 


